Escort Carrier Gambier Bay Anatomy Ship
return to the philippines - uss gambier bay - uss gambier bay again. the uss gambier bay went to her
watery grave as a result of gunfire from hostile ships. she was the first and only aircraft carrier of the us navy
to be sunk in this manner - a dubious distinction. the uss gambier bay went to the bottom of the philippines
trench with many of her crew and aviators. vc-10 leyte gulf - uss gambier bay - property of tony
potochniak survivor and active historian of the uss gambier bay (cve-73) and vc-10, military units. they are a
part of task unit 77.4.3, (taffy 3). ... operating outside the gulf were the escort carrier groups assigned to
support the ... the few remaining bombers went through a cloud layer and out into the leyte gulf aaron
shelsman clete ring darrell bennett - uss gambier bay - aboard the escort carrier uss gambier bay when
it was sunk in the battle of leyte off the phillippine islands on october 25.1944. he was among the 800
survivors who were resscued from the sea after spending over two days in the water. during this re-cuperation,
he met a pretty young wac named winfred (harrington) gense from scuttlebutt july 2013 - uss gambier
bay - years, josephine potochniak; three sons and two daughters-in- law, thomas potochniak, david and
lindapotochniak,and ... the navy and served as an electrician’s mate on the escort carrier gambier bay. he was
involved in the largest naval battle in world history in which the ship was sunk. he ﬁnished his uss-raymond de-341 - ron miller - gambier bay and vc-10, u s s. kalinin bay and vc-3, u s_s_ kitkun bay and vc-5; saint lo
and vc-65, ... laying protective smoke in defense of the escort carriers. career uss raymond (de 341) was laid
down by consolidated steel corporation, orange, texas on ... she arrived at the latter on august 28 and joined
the escort carrier group staging ... the battle for leyte gulf - uss natoma bay - three groups of escort
carriers, the baby flattops, are being attacked by a ... (kaiser-built carriers midway (st. lo), gambier bay, kitkun
bay, fanshaw bay, and white plains) are to the north and are in range of the jap force. taffy two, commanded
by ... the battle for leyte gulf . leyte revisited - hollywoodmakeupartist - battle off samar; part of battle of
leyte gulf, philippines campaign (1944–45), pacific war (world war ii): the escort carrier gambier bay, burning
from earlier gunfire damage, is bracketed by a salvo from a japanese cruiser (faintly visible in the background,
center-right) shortly before sinking during the battle off samar. with the battle cruisers - cgdbfo campaign (1944â€“45), pacific war (world war ii): the escort carrier gambier bay, burning from earlier gunfire
damage, is bracketed by a salvo from a japanese cruiser (faintly visible in the background, center-right) shortly
before sinking during the battle off samar. battle off samar - wikipedia
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